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Abstract
Smart Antenna System is one of the most promising technologies 
to solve the present day wireless communication spectrum scarcity 
and performance limiting problem. The performance of Smart 
Antenna System depends upon the performance of Direction Of 
Arrival and Beamforming techniques. In most of the literature 
the DOA algorithms have been investigated considering array 
of isotropic elements. Spectral MUSIC DOA algorithm is most 
widely examined and a leading candidate for actual hardware 
implementation. In this paper Spectral MUSIC is investigated 
for Uniform Linear array of Half-Wavelength dipole and its 
limitations are determined for practical implementation point of 
view simulating with MATLAB-2013 software.
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I. Introduction
The demand for wireless mobile communication services is growing 
at an explosive rate with the anticipation that communication to a 
mobile devices anywhere on the globe at all time will be available 
in near future. Hence the mobile communication networks are 
facing a great challenge to accommodate increased wireless traffic 
in limited spectrum available with them. But spectrum bandwidth 
is the most precious resources for wireless communication. The 
network service providers always try to improve the spectrum 
efficiency to solve the spectrum scarcity problem and earn more 
revenue from the available spectrum. In addition to this the 
wireless environment has to eliminate the problem like multi-
access interference, co-channel interference and multi path fading 
to improve the system capacity &transmit quality of signal. One 
of the most promising techniques for increasing the system 
capacity and simultaneously restraining the multi-path fading 
and co-channel interference without consuming additional power 
or spectrum bandwidth is the smart antenna system. The concept 
of smart antenna system evolves from a new multiple access 
technique, called Space Division Multiple Access (SDMA) allot 
same frequency channel to different user spatially separated allows 
intra cell reuse based on spatial separation. Smart antenna utilize 
the beam steering and shaping capability of an array of antenna  to 
optimize the radiation pattern adaptively such that the main lobe is 
focused towards the desired user, simultaneously placing the null 
of the pattern towards the source of interferenceand minimizing 
the side lobes [1-2]
Successful functioning of smart antenna system depends on two 
operations: (1) Estimating the Direction of Arrival (DOA) of 
source of interest and interferencesfrom the output of antenna 
elements of array, (2) Focusing the beam pattern towards the 
desired user by beamforming technique.Antenna array is not 
smart; antenna array output signal processing makes the antenna 
system smart [2].

A large number of literature survey including [3-7] shows that in 
most of the research papers, analysis have been done for different 
array with isotropic antenna elements which is unrealistic. 
For practical implementation of the efficient DOAestimation 
algorithmwe have to investigate it with a practical antenna. MUSIC 
is chosen for analysis as it is more stable, accurate, provides high 
resolution at the same times simple to implement and required less 
computation [2,7]. So in this paper effort has been made to study the 
performance of Spectral MUSIC algorithm exclusively for linear 
array consisting identical dipole elements. Half-wavelength(l=λ/2) 
is chosen as elements as it is one of the widely used and practically 
accepted antenna because its radiation resistance is 73 ohms, which 
is very near the 50-ohm or 75-ohm characteristic impedances of 
some transmission lines, thus simplify the matching [8].

II. Spatial Signal Model for Uniform Linear Array (ULA) 
of λ/2 Dipole Elements

Fig. 1: Linear Array of Dipole Elements

The principal function of an antenna is to convert an electromagnetic 
wave into an induced voltage or current that is measured.As the 
antenna consists of several elements, a number of voltage or 
currents are measured. Consider first a special case when the wave 
consists of a single sinusoidal i.e. a time harmonic field. If the 
source of incident wave is located sufficiently far away from the 
array, the wave front can be considered plane. This is considered 
as far field case. This type of wave usually called a uniform plane 
wave (i.e. the amplitude, phase, direction of the field is the same 
over a plane orthogonal to the propagation direction). The induced 
voltage at the at the antenna elements due to the incident plane 
wave from the point source rp can be written as

   (1)
Where H(θ,∅) is the scalar function corresponds to the response 
of the antenna to a sinusoidal signal at single carrier frequency 
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ω,  is the direction of the wave travels and magnitude  
corresponds to wave number is the wavelength , denotes 
the vector from origin to the point rp, s denotes the strength of 
the field.
The instantaneous value of the induced voltage is obtained as 

  (2)

Where   is the time delay that corresponds to the time it 
takes the wave to travel from the phase reference Centre (i.e. origin 
to the point ). In practical application the signal is not single 
frequency, the signal spans a band of frequencies and the field 
strength will be time varying. However, if the time delay τ is small 
compared with the reciprocal of the bandwidth of the signal, the 
instantaneous value of the induced voltage can be written as

 (3)
This approximation is usually called the narrowband assumption 
in array signal processing and essentially means that the signal S(t) 
does not vary over the array, i.e. S(t) ≈ S(t+τ). Also it is assumed 
that the response of antenna elements H(θ,ϕ) does not changes 
significantly over frequency band of interest.
For estimating the DOA using an array of m elements, m different 
voltages are available. If these voltage are collected in a vector 
X(t), the resulting model becomes

  (4)
Where  denotes the response of antenna elements 
i and  the location vector from the phase reference centre to 
antenna element i. The m×1 vector a(θ,ϕ) models the spatial 
response of the array due to an incident plane wave from the 
(θ,ϕ) direction called steering vector.[2, 8-10]
Let the plane wave incident on an array of m dipole of length l. 
The dipoles are oriented along the z axis and spaced equidistance 
with separation distance d. The time delay of antenna element i, 
where i=0,1,2, ... ,m-1 is easily calculated as

 (5)
The antenna response H(θ,ϕ) for dipole antenna is given by[2]

  (6)

Fig. 2: 3-D Radiation Pattern of λ/2 Dipole Antenna θ-elevation 
Angle ɸ- Azimuth Angle

The final data model is then obtained by using equation 
(4),(5),(6)

 (8)
The phase shift ‘ Ψ = k.d.sin(θ).cos(ϕ) ’ known as electric angle 
only depend on the element positions and not on the type of 
antenna elements. The impact of antenna elements is included in 
the antenna response H(θ,ϕ).
Now if the antenna array received signals from N un-correlated 
sources then the array response vector, after parameterized by the 
N DOA (i.e. each column of which represents the array response 
vector for each signal source)

Where Θ is a vector of all DOA i.e.

Finally the received signal can be expressed as a superposition of 
signals from all the sources and linearity added Gaussian noise 
represented by

   (10)

Where .
A single observation X(t) from the array output is often referred 
to as snapshot. Hence for a set of L data observation (L ˃ m) we 
can from the matrixes

Let us define two terms received signal auto-covariance matrix 
Rxx and the desired signal auto-covariance matrix Rssrelated by 
[9-10]

  (11)
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variance and I as identity matrix.
For practical implementation

  (12)

III. Direction of Arrival Estimation
A large number of DOA estimation algorithms are investigated 
by many researchers. They are basically classified as Spectral 
Based Technique and Parametric Method. Among Spectral Based 
Technique Bartlett Method, Capon’s Minimum Variance Method 
and Eigen Structure Method(Spectral MUSIC) are studied in detail 
in [2,9-10] for 1-D DOA estimation for isotropic ULA.
Parametric Method yield a higher performance in terms of accuracy 
and resolution but the cost of this performance increase is a higher 
complexity and requires more computation, is not discussed in 
this paper. Among the parametric methods most attractive are 
stochastic Maximum likely Method, Root MUSIC, ESPRIT.

A. Eigen Structure Methods
This method basically exploits the following properties of Auto-
covariance matrix R: 

The space spanned by its Eigen vectors may be portioned 1. 
into two subspaces, namely the signal subspace and noise 
subspace.
The steering vector corresponding to the directional sources 2. 
are orthogonal to the noise subspace.

Hence the steering vectors are contained in the signal. The noise 
subspace is spanned by the Eigen vectors associated with smaller 
Eigen values of the correlation matrix and thesignal λ associated 
with the larger Eigen value. The subspace estimationstep is 
typically achieved by Eigen decomposition of the auto-covariance 
matrix of the received data Rxx which give the Eigen values λi such 
that λ1>λ2> … >λN>λN+1=λN+2= ….  λm=σn

2 and the Eigen vector 
ei , i=1,2, … ,L. Rxx can be written in the following form

  (13)

 
The Eigen vectors E = [Es+En] can be assumed to form an 
orthonormal basis (i.e. EEH= EHE=I). [9-10]

B. Spectral MUSIC (Multiple SIgnal Classification)
One of the applications of Eigen structure methods is the MUSIC 
algorithm. Among its different variation Spectral MUSIC method 
of DOA estimation is relatively simple, accurate, provides high 
resolution and not limited to physical size of aperture [7]. Once 
the noise subspace has been estimated a search for N direction is 
made by looking for steering vectors that are orthogonal to the 
noise subspace as possible. This accomplished by searching for 
peaks in MUSIC special spectrum over the region of interest by 
[10]

 (14)
As the desired array response vectors A(Θ) are orthogonal to the 
noise subspace, the peaks in the MUSIC spatial spectrum represent 
the DOA estimates for desired signals.

IV. Simulation Results

A. Simulation-1 

Fig. 3: 2-D Pseudospectra of MUSIC for Linear Array of Isotropic 
Elements 

Fig. 4: 1-D MUSIC Spectrumat Three θ

The algorithm is simulated for linear array of isotropic elements 
for three sources at (90,60) (90.90)(90,130). 2-D Pseudo spectrum 
of figure-3,shows multiple peaks in elevation plane as well as 
extra continuous peak at elevation angle of 0 &180.The noise 
floor is around -10dB with peak value of spectrum 26dB. The 
simulation  result reveal that the linear array along x-axis  can be 
used for azimuth angle estimation only, due to presence of multiple 
peaks in elevation as clearly shown in 1-D Pseudo spectrum  of 
figure-4. Continuous peaks atelevation 0 and 180 is due to edge 
element of ULA.
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B. Simulation-2

Fig. 5: 2-D Pseudospectra of MUSIC for Linear Array of λ/2 
Dipole Elements

Fig. 6: 1-D MUSIC Spectrumat Three ‘θ’.

Simulation-2 is carried out for half wavelength dipole element 
instead of isotropic element keeping other parameter same as 
simulation-2. The noise floor is increased by 7dB for observation 
at elevation angle 30 and by 3dB for observation at elevation 
angle 60with peak value of spectrum enhanced for both the cases 
compare to isotropic element. Further 1-D Pseudospectrum at 
elevation angle 30 can detect only one source where as the system 
is receiving radiation from three sources.This is due to antenna 
receiving pattern of dipole antenna as shown in fig. 2. So the use 
of λ/2 dipole restrictthe algorithm to it’shalf power beamwidth 
in elevation i.e. θ=(50-140) deg. Further the linear array loses its 
resolution near end fire direction. So determination of azimuth 
angle is restricted to a range roughly ɸ=(35-145)deg.

C. Simulation-3 
As determined by earlier two results in this case the span of the 
elevation angle θ is restricted to (50-140)deg to avoid ambiguity of 

Pseudo- spectrum. Also for simplicity three sources are considered 
to be in same elevation plane θ=90deg (fig. 7-8). 1-D Pseudo-
spectrum estimate three sources (90,40)(90,90)(90,130) accurately 
when spectrum at elevation plane θ=90deg is considered. But 
error increases as the elevationplane of the spectrum is changes 
towards axis of dipole.

Fig. 7: 2-D Pseudospectrumof MUSIC for Linear Array λ/2 Dipole 
Elements With Three Sources at Same Elevation Plane But Three 
Different Azimuth Angle

Fig. 8: 1-D MUSIC Spectrum at Three ‘θ’.

D. Simulation-4
But in practical case sources will be radiating from different 
elevation and azimuth angle. In this case three sources at (65,40)
(80,80) (125,130) are considered. 1-D spectrum at exact elevation 
angle of the source i.e. at θ=65, θ=80, θ=125 are plotted. The 
spectrum estimates the azimuth angle correctly if the reading 
at same source elevation plane is taken which is impossible for 
practical determination. But if we
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Fig. 9: 2-D Pseudospectrum of MUSIC for Linear Array of λ/2 
Dipole Elements With Three Sources at Different Elevation & 
Azimuth Angle

Fig. 10: 1-D MUSIC Spectrum at Three ‘θ’

determine the azimuth angle for all the sources from the data of 
same elevation plane the estimation will not be correct. Simulation 
result insists to consider θ=90deg plane datafor estimation as it 
encounter minimum estimation error.

V. Conclusion
The linear array can be used for estimation of the DOA of signals 
in one plane only i.e. either azimuth(when array is along x or y 
axis) or elevation(when array along z axis). Finally Linear array 
formed by λ/2 dipole elements with inter element distance λ/2 can 
be implemented supported by Spectral MUSIC to estimate the 
azimuth angle except near end fire region when the sources are 
near or within the half power beamwidth of dipole. The resolution 
, accuracy, and no of sources can be detected depends upon the 
no of elements in the array, SNR of source signals received by 
the array, no of snapshots utilized for calculation.
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